
USING SCOR® FOR DIGITAL SUPPLY CHAIN DESIGN, METRICS, and PROCESS IMPROVEMENT 

With Mr. Rich Sherman, Senior Fellow, Global Supply Chain Practice & Centre of Excellence 

With the emergence of digital technologies and advanced analytics, companies must “re-imagine” their 

supply chain strategy and network. Transforming to Digital is not optional; it is a competitive mandate as 

cross industry market ecosystems adopt and deliver on an omnichannel and more personalized customer 

experience. 

The objective of this workshop is to develop an understanding of how to use process frameworks 

(particularly SCOR®) for developing a digital strategy and enterprise architecture. The workshop will 

focus on methodologies for defining/designing, measuring, analyzing, improving, and controlling (DMAIC) 

supply chain process performance improvement and digital management initiatives based on Lean Six 

Sigma, SCOR®, Digital Demand Management, and other process improvement principles, metrics, and 

techniques. In addition, the workshop will introduce performance management processes that look 

beyond the supply chain with application across the entire enterprise and extended supply chain 

ecosystem using process frameworks and digitalization to facilitate connected collaboration both 

internally and externally (customers & suppliers). 

You will learn: 

 What a supply chain framework is and why it’s critical to digitalization strategies 
 The different levels of process framework components, metrics and best practices 
 How and why using a Digital Demand Management framework was developed 
 Understanding the key components and scope of the SCOR® process standards within the 

context of Digital Demand Management analysis 
 Describing the scope of a supply chain and its relationship to Demand Creation, Fulfillment, and 

Performance organization structures (managing across functional and organizational silos) 
 Using Digital Demand Management analysis to develop a Digital Enterprise Architecture 

Rich Sherman is an internationally recognized pundit and author with more than 35 years’ experience 

consulting and working across all industries on trends and issues and functions in supply chain 

management. His book Supply Chain Transformation: Practical Roadmap for Best Practice Results 

(Wiley, 2012) has received praise by practitioners, academics, and non-supply chain executives as a 

great read on business transformation. As a research director, he successfully launched the supply chain 

advisory services for AMR Research (now Gartner) and led in the development of the SCOR® model, 

founding the Supply Chain Council, and serving on its Board. 

  

 

 


